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First Edition Thank-Yous
Many people made valuable suggestions about early drafts or simply helped by their con-
versation, and I would like to thank them: Brian Dudgeon, Clair Enlow, Rich Untermann, 
Tony Puma, Gerry Johnson, Laurie Sucher, Julia Walton, David Wright, Donald K. Erick-
son, Marcia Wagoner, Michael Reed, Scott Flett. Some people read drafts with particularly 
active red pencils, and I thank them, too: Fire Cruxent, Donald Padelford, Penelope Bell, 
and John Davies.

In particular I would like to recognize Magrit Baurecht for graphic design, Alexander 
Zatko of Pine Tree Design for pre-press, Marilyn Meyer for editing and a parent’s-eye view, 
and Barbara Gray for research assistance. I would like to especially thank Christopher K. 
Leman for his editing ideas and his very helpful conversation about transportation.

Many thanks to my special friend Elizabeth Kanny, without whose down-to-earth 
common sense this book would be titled something like An Empirical Approach to Optimum 
Urban Development with Reference to Specific Elements of the Physical Infrastructure Conducive to 
Increased Social Interaction and you would not be reading even this far.

Thanks also to a friend who pointed out — as I procrastinated about releasing the manu-
script to the printer — that architects have an apt saying: “Better built than perfect.”

Second Edition Thank-Yous
My much-belated thanks to Mark Hinshaw, who first introduced me to the notion that there 
is an elegant simplicity and only a very few elements to making a great street.

My much-belated thanks as well to Witold Rybcyznski, who in his book Home put me 
on the path of comfort in cities. He wrote, “During the six years of my architectural educa-
tion, the subject of comforts was mentioned only once . . . . It was a curious omission in 
an otherwise rigorous criticism; one would have thought that comfort was a crucial issue 
in preparing for the architectural profession, like justice in law, or health in medicine.” So 
too, I thought, for city planning.

Thanks also to Barbara Sjoholm, Marilyn Meyer (editing), and Miriam Bulmer (editing 
and proofreading), Magrit Baurecht (graphic design), Tim Crosby (photo imaging), Barbara 
Gray (technical consulting and indexing), and Carl Juarez (final layout, design, editing and 
image assistance).

Thanks as well to critical readers Elizabeth Kanny, Michelle Coad, and Mary Alice.
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